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Abstract 
We report on the transport behavior and spin polarization of carriers P for superconductor/ferromagnetic semiconductor (S-F) 
junctions. We fabricated Nb/ferromagnetic semiconductor p-In0.96Mn0.04As junctions with Hall voltage probes. Below ~15 K, p-
In0.96Mn0.04As becomes ferromagnetic and then the anomalous Hall effect is observed. Below the TC of the Nb electrodes (~8.2 
K), we observed a conductance reduction within the Nb superconducting energy gap voltage owing to the suppression of 
Andreev reflection by spin polarization in p-In0.96Mn0.04As.  We have evaluated the degree of spin polarization in p-
In0.96Mn0.04As experimentally by comparing the measured differential conductance with that obtained with the Strijkers model 
extended for spin-polarized Andreev reflection including the inverse proximity effect. Consequently, the P value extracted 
experimentally for p-In0.96Mn0.04As at 0.5 K was P = 0.33 ~ 0.795.  
 
"PACS: 72.25.Dc;  74.45.+c; 75.50.Pp"  
"Keywords: Andreev reflection spectroscopy; Spin polarization; Inverse proximity effect; Ferromagnetic semiconductor"  
1. Introduction 
The spin polarization of carriers P in ferromagnetic metals has recently been determined experimentally using 
Andreev reflection spectroscopy [1-3].  The underlying principle is that the Andreev reflection process is sensitive 
to the spin of carriers and then the spin polarization leads to the suppression of the Andreev reflection probability. 
In this paper, we report the transport behavior and P values of superconductor (Nb)/ferromagnetic semiconductor 
(p-In0.96Mn0.04As) (S-F) junctions because p-In1-xMnxAs has the following advantages. We can easily obtain good 
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a Nb/p-In0.96Mn0.04As junction: (a) top view, (b) cross-sectional view. 
ohmic contact between Nb and p-In1-xMnxAs. The number of carriers in p-In1-xMnxAs can be changed via the 
electric field effect. And also the Curie temperature can be controlled by controlling the Mn content. Moreover, if 
we consider p-In1-xMnxAs to be a spin injector, it allows us to realize a high spin injection efficiency into the 
semiconductor owing to the small conductance mismatch between them, compared with ferromagnetic metals.  
2. Experiment and discussion 
We fabricated Nb/p-In0.96Mn0.04As/Nb junctions with Hall voltage probes as shown in Fig. 1. The p-
In0.96Mn0.04As heterostructure was grown by using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a semi-insulating (001) GaAs 
substrate.   The critical temperature TC of the Nb electrodes was about 8.2 K. The coupling length L between the two 
Nb electrodes was designed to be 0.8 ~ 10 μm. Both the superconducting Nb electrodes and the normal Ti/Au 
electrode were simply deposited on p-In0.96Mn0.04As. After deposition, we used no additional procedure to achieve 
ohmic contact. Figure 2 shows the magnetic field dependence of the Hall resistance for p-In0.96Mn0.04As as a 
function of temperature. We observed the anomalous Hall effect below about 15 K. At 0.5 K, the reverse magnetic 
field was about 1000 gauss. This result indicates that p-In0.96Mn0.04As becomes ferromagnetic below the TC of the 
Nb electrodes. Figure 3 shows the normalized dI/dV - V characteristics of a Nb/p-In0.96Mn0.04As junction as a 
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Fig. 2. Hall resistance curve of p-In0.96Mn0.04As as 
a function of temperature.
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Fig. 3. Normalized dI/dV - V characteristics of a Nb/p-
In0.96Mn0.04As junction as a function of temperature.  
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function of temperature. We obtained a nearly linear voltage dependence above the TC of Nb. This result indicates 
that we have obtained ohmic contact without any process after deposition. Thus, we can claim that there is almost no 
barrier at the interface between the metals and p-In0.96Mn0.04As. In contrast, we obtained a conductance reduction 
within ~ 1.5 mV below the TC of Nb. The conductance reduction gradually increased as the temperature decreased. 
When we take the Nb superconducting energy gap of ~ 1.5 meV into consideration, we can assume that this 
conductance reduction appears within the superconducting gap.  R. J. Soulen Jr. et al. have measured the differential 
conductance via a superconducting Nb point contact on ferromagnetic CrO2 [1]. In this case, the differential 
conductance decreased below the superconducting energy gap of Nb. This behavior is similar to our results, and its 
origin is as follows. In the Andreev reflection process, the incident electron requires the opposite spin electron to be 
removed from the normal region for conversion to a Cooper pair. Therefore, when there is no opposite spin electron, 
the conversion to a Cooper pair does not occur. Namely, with S-F junctions, the Andreev reflection is limited by the 
minority spin population. Therefore, our experimental results can be understood qualitatively by considering the 
suppression of the Andreev reflection that is caused by the spin polarization in p-In0.96Mn0.04As.  
 Next, we discuss the estimation of the spin polarization in p-In0.96Mn0.04As. We have quantitatively evaluated the 
degree of spin polarization in p-In0.96Mn0.04As from a fit of the differential conductance obtained by using the model 
proposed by Strijkers et al. [4]. This model extended the Blonder-Tinkham-Klapwijk (BTK) theory [5] for 
conventional Andreev reflection including spin polarization. They assume that the current separates into two parts. 
One is the fully unpolarized part of the current where Andreev reflection is allowed. The other is the fully polarized 
part of the current where the Andreev reflection probability is zero. In addition, we must consider the inverse 
proximity effect in the S-F junction. The pair potential in the superconductor is weakened as a result of the 
penetration of the exchange field in the ferromagnet, where it is called the inverse proximity effect [6]. Therefore, 
we have extended the Strijkers model including both the pair potential Δ suppression at the S-F interface and the 
spatial variation of Δ caused by the inverse proximity effect. Although we will discuss the calculation in detail 
elsewhere, we have combined the Strijkers model with the van Son model that extended the BTK theory to study the 
effect of a gradual variation in the pair potential at the interface [7]. Here, we assume that the Δ distribution at the S-
F interface is Gaussian, Δ in the ferromagnet is zero, and Δ in the superconductor is linearly increased from the S-F 
interface and reaches that of bulk Nb at the BCS coherence length ξS from the S-F interface into the superconductor 
as shown in Fig. 4. Here, ΔS is the pair potential of bulk Nb, and ΔS0 is the pair potential at the S-F interface. The 
differential conductance spectrum depends both on the spin polarization P and the barrier strength Z at the S-F 
interface. Therefore, both Z and P, which are fitting parameters, must be determined so that the best fit is obtained 
between the calculated and measured differential conductance. In Fig. 5, we compare the normalized dI/dV - V 
characteristics calculated from the extension of the Strijkers model with experimental data at 0.5 K. dI/dV is 
normalized by the value near V = 2 mV. The fact that there are almost no conductance peaks near 1.5 mV in the 
measured dI/dV - V characteristics suggests that the Nb/p-In0.96Mn0.04As junction has both a lower Z and a higher P. 
Fig. 4. (a) Schematic model of this system where 
the pair potential in the S varies near the S-F interface 
and the pair potential vanishes in the F. (b) Calculated 
probability distribution for the pair potential at the S-
F interface ΔS0 assuming a Gaussian distribution with 
a mean μ of 1.4 meV and a variance σ2 of 0.5929. 
(b) 
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Assuming Z = 0, which corresponds to no barrier, a P value of 0.795 yields the best fit between them at 0.5 K. Here, 
we use a ΔS of 1.4 meV, a ξS of 40 nm, a mean μ of 1.4 meV and a variance σ2 of 0.5929. In contrast, when using Z 
> 0.74, we must assume that the P value at 5 K is zero in order to obtain the best fit. When we consider p-
In0.96Mn0.04As becomes ferromagnetic below ~ 15 K as shown in Fig. 2, the P value at 5 K must be higher than zero. 
Therefore, it is reasonable to suppose that the P value extracted using a Z value of ~ 0.74 is the lower limit. By using 
a Z of 0.74, a P of 0.33 yields reasonable agreement between the calculated and measured data at 0.5 K. 
Consequently, the P value extracted experimentally for p-In0.96Mn0.04As at 0.5 K was P = 0.33 ~ 0.795.  
3. Conclusions 
We investigated the transport behavior and P values for Nb/p-In0.96Mn0.04As junctions. We observed the 
anomalous Hall effect below ~15 K. The reverse magnetic field was ~1000 gauss at 0.5 K. We observed a 
conductance reduction within the superconducting gap. These experimental results derive from the interplay 
between superconductivity and spin polarization. We have experimentally evaluated the P values in p-In0.96Mn0.04As 
by comparing the measured differential conductance with that obtained with the Strijkers model extended for spin-
polarized Andreev reflection including the inverse proximity effect. Consequently, the P value extracted 
experimentally for p-In0.96Mn0.04As at 0.5 K was P = 0.33 ~ 0.795.  
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the normalized dI/dV - 
V characteristics calculated from the extended 
Strijkers model (broken line) with experimental 
data (solid line) at 0.5 K. dV/dI is normalized by 
the value near V = 2 mV. The parameters used in 
the calculation are Z = 0, P = 0.795, ΔS = 1.4 
meV, ξS = 40 nm, μ = 1.4 meV and σ2 = 0.5929.  
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